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Abstract. Abuse of a dominant position is one of the key aspects in EC competition law. The Court of Justice and General Court acknowledge that sometimes the actions of dominant undertaking that might be recognized as abusive should not be prohibited on the basis of Article 102 TFEU, if undertaking provides objective justification or proves that its actions generate positive effect which outweighs negative outcome on competition. Therefore, actions that usually are regarded as predatory pricing, which is one of the forms of the abuse of a dominant position, in case of special circumstances might be recognized as legitimate. In the present case, attention should be devoted to objective justifications, since this provides the basis for evaluation of legitimate, pro-competitive reasons that explain why undertakings may establish prices lower than costs. This article is devoted to the analysis of objective justification, which might prove that allegedly abusive behaviour is actually legitimate. Plenty of factors might be recognized as objective justifications, therefore it is quite difficult to provide a finite list of justifications.
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Introduction

Judicial institutions of the European Union, in certain cases, recognize that actions of dominant undertaking that might be acknowledged as abusive, should not be prohibited on the basis of Article 102 TFEU, if undertaking provides objective justification of its actions or proves that its actions generate positive effect which outweighs negative outcome on competition. Therefore, actions that usually are regarded as predatory pricing in case of special circumstances might be recognized as legitimate. In case of predatory pricing attention should be paid to objective justifications, since it allows evaluating legitimate, pro-competitive reasons, which allow understanding why undertakings might establish prices lower than costs. Dominant undertaking, which is suspected in predatory pricing, should provide objective justification proving that objective circumstances in the market influenced decision of undertaking to establish prices lower than costs. W. Baumol claims that many undertakings, in order to introduce new product to the market or sell obsolete inventory, establish prices lower than costs.

This article satisfies novelty criteria, since Lithuanian authors have not published any article on objective justifications in relation to abuse of dominance or predatory pricing in particular. It should be noted that in the practice of the Lithuanian competition council objective justifications have not been analyzed yet. In 2009 the Commission made reform in the area of its evaluation of dominant position, therefore it is the area that underwent significant changes recently. The concept of objective justifications is also important, since it is analyzed only in several decisions of the Court of Justice and General Court.

The object of the article is to analyse the importance of the objective justifications in the case of predatory pricing in the competition law of the EC. Analysis is concentr-
The aim of the article is to use scientific methods to analyze comprehensively the peculiarities of the objective justifications in the case of predatory pricing in EC competition law.

In this article many different research methods were used: logical, systematic analysis, comparative and linguistic.

1. Meeting Competition Defence

Most countries in the world recognize that it is possible to justify establishment of prices lower than costs on the basis of the meeting competition defence. Meeting competition defence appeared for the first time in the United States discriminatory pricing cases and it was used in predatory pricing cases. Article 2 of Robinson-Patman Act provides that “nothing herein contained shall prevent a seller rebutting the prima-facie case thus made by showing that his lower price or the furnishing of services or facilities to any purchaser or purchasers was made in good faith to meet an equally low price of a competitor, or the services or facilities furnished by a competitor.” Courts of the United States have held that “[a] company should not be guilty of predatory pricing, regardless of its costs, when it reduces prices to meet lower prices already being charged by its competitors,” and that “to force a company to maintain non-competitive prices would be to turn the antitrust laws on their head.” The court of the United States in the United States v. AMR Corp. case in 2003 held that while applying the Sherman act, it should not rely on meeting competition defence and this decision created certain ambiguity in legal practice.

Dominant undertaking may refer to meeting competition defence, if they set extremely low prices in response to prices lower than costs, which are set by the competitor. It is the right of the dominant undertaking to refer to meeting competition defence, and is based on the idea that the ability of undertaking to compete on the market should not be endangered only because they are in a dominant position. Sometimes it is noted that although dominant undertaking prohibits to refer to certain actions, such actions should be recognized as legal, if they are performed by the competitors of dominant undertaking, and this undertaking refers to analogous actions aiming to compete. It is prohibited for dominant undertaking to set discriminatory prices for consumers, but if competitors provide especially attractive offers to certain consumers (for example, products at very

8 ILC Peripherals v. IBM, 458 F. Supp. 423, 433 (N.D. Cal. 1978), affirmed, Memorex v. IBM, 636 F.2d 1188 (9th Cir. 1980); see also Richter Concrete v. Hilltop Concrete, 691 F.2d 818, 826 (6th Cir. 1982) (“competition is not damaged if undertaking reduces its costs in order to meet lower prices of competitors”).
9 United States v. AMR Corp., 335 F.3d 1109, 1121 n.15 (10th Cir. 2003).
low prices), dominant undertaking may “meet competition” and propose consumers similarly attractive offers, even if such offers are not made to all consumers. It might be presumed that such “meeting of competition” is prohibited by part (c) of Article 102 of the TFEU, which provides that application of dissimilar conditions should not be the cause of trading parties being placed at a competitive disadvantage. Consumers of the dominant undertaking would be in adversity not because of the actions of dominant undertaking, but because certain consumers receive discriminatory offers from other undertakings. Dominant undertaking may claim that alleged abusive action is a response to the competitive actions of other undertakings, which allows for the reduction of losses (meeting competition defence). 10

Recognition of the right to use meeting competition defence does not mean that dominant undertaking might refer to any action only because competitors referred to them. Sometimes competitors of dominant undertaking might use their relative supremacy and analogous behaviour of dominant undertaking may restrict the use of such relative supremacy. In order to evaluate the response to the application of meeting competition defence, comparison of competitors’ prices is not the most important factor. It is necessary to establish whether the price is not smaller than the costs of dominant undertaking, irrespective of whether this price corresponds to the prices of competitors. Let’s say that a newcomer to the market is more effective than dominant undertaking and may establish a smaller price. In order to enter the market, a new competitor may establish prices that are smaller than the dominant undertakings’ costs, but higher than its own costs. Suppose that a new competitor will be able to gain necessary volume of sales only if he takes part of the market from the dominant undertaking and the latter will continue selling products for high prices in order to cover its high costs. After recognition that the dominant undertaking has a right to apply prices the same as its competitors, even if these prices are smaller than the costs of dominant undertaking, the more effective competitor would not be allowed to anchor in the market and the departure of such a competitor from the market might cause damage to consumers. It should be noted that products of dominant undertaking may be of higher quality and have more credit from consumers than products proposed by a new competitor. Although courts do pay attention to these differences, it is quite difficult to evaluate them precisely. 11

In the United Brands case, 12 ECJ for the first time recognized the right of the dominant undertaking to refer to meeting competition defence in order to rebut alleged abuse. ECJ claimed that “although it is true, as the applicant points out, that the fact
that an undertaking is in a dominant position cannot disentitle it from protecting its own commercial interests if they are attacked, and that such an undertaking must be conceded the right to take such reasonable steps as it deems appropriate to protect its said interests, such behaviour cannot be countenanced if its actual purpose is to strengthen this dominant position and abuse it … even if possibility of a counter-attack is acceptable that attack must still be proportionate to the threat taking into account the economic strength of the undertaking confronting each other.”

Therefore, settlement of small prices on the basis of meeting competition defence should be proportional and fit the actual circumstances. Principles established in the United Brands case were developed in several subsequent cases claiming that protection of the commercial position of undertaking has to be based on “… criteria of economic efficiency and consistent with the interests of consumers.”

It should be noted that in the practice of the judicial institutions of European Union the content of meeting the competition defence is interpreted as being quite contradictory and undertakings aiming to ascertain probable legal evaluation of their actions face lack of legal certainty. Commission and European courts almost have not expressed their opinion concerning application of meeting competition defence in predatory pricing cases. CIF noted that if there is a danger towards commercial interests of dominant undertaking, dominant undertaking might refer to reasonable and proportional actions in order to protect its interests.

In Hilti case in 1987 Commission for the first time in the EC law expressis verbis recognized right of the dominant undertaking to refer to meeting competition defence. Hilti Company used to supply the main customers of its competitors with goods for the smaller prices than its constant buyers. After the Commission started examining the actions of Hilti, this company undertook not to discriminate buyers; at the same time the Commission recognized that Hilti has a right to meet a competitive offer. In the AKZO case, ECJ confirmed the importance of meeting the competition defence.

---

19 Ibid.
had no doubts concerning right of the undertaking to adjust its prices to the prices of competitors, however the facts proved that AKZO company lowered prices not because of competitive offers. ECJ agreed with the evaluation provided by the Commission and claimed that “… by maintaining prices below its average total costs over a prolonged period, without any objective justification, AKZO was thus able to damage ECS by dissuading it from making inroads into its customers.” ECJ noted in respect of the decisions of the Commission, that this decision “… does not prohibit them (AKZO company—R. M.) from making defensive adjustments, even aligning itself on ECS’s prices, in order to keep the customers which were originally its own.” In “Discussion paper” it is noted that meeting the competition defense is applicable only towards such actions, which otherwise would be recognized as price abuse.

J. Bellamy, Member of the Competition Commission Appeal Tribunal, in Napp Pharmaceutical Holdings Ltd v. Director General of Fair Trading case held that dominant undertakings have special responsibility not to weaken competition and are obliged to protect their commercial interests only by “reasonable and proportionate” means.

1.1. Applications of Meeting Competition Defence in Order to Justify Prices Lower than Costs

Although meeting competition defence grants to dominant undertaking absolute freedom to take actions that may amount to abuse of dominant position, in exceptional cases undertaking may establish prices lower than costs of goods production. Such an exception may look contrary to the prohibition to apply predatory pricing and to the position of the ECJ in the AKZO case. In this case it was stated that establishment of prices smaller than average variable costs is profitable only in case if competitors are eliminated from the market, therefore, by application of such pricing, it is always intended to eliminate competitors. Some scholars do not recognize the right of the dominant undertaking to refer to meeting competition defence if undertaking sets prices lower than costs. Areeda and Turner note that a monopolist might attempt to justify its lower than marginal costs prices by stating that it responds to the similarly low price of a competitor. However, such justifications, according to Areeda, are either of doubtful value or very rarely applicable, therefore prices, which are lower than marginal costs and higher than average costs, are not legal.

21 Case C-62/86 AKZO Chemie BV v. Commission, [1991], para. 140.
22 Ibid., para. 156.
24 Napp Pharmaceutical Holdings Ltd v. Director General of Fair Trading, Case No. 1001/1/1/01, paras. 342–343 [15 January 2002].
Most scholars take position that dominant undertaking may refer to meeting competition defence if undertaking sets price, which is smaller than average total costs and higher than average avoidable costs. Such a position is based on the decision of the ECJ in the AKZO case and on the fact that the Commission in this case did not object to the right of dominant undertaking to establish smaller than cost prices in case such prices are set in response to the small prices of competitors. Legitimacy of prices smaller than costs should be evaluated in relation to costs of competitors, limitations set towards competitors and similar circumstances. Competition institutions of certain states recognize the right of the dominant undertaking to set prices smaller than costs in case such prices are established by the competitor. For example, the Danish competition council MetroXpress Danmark A/S v. Berlingske Gratissaviser held that newspaper in a dominant position had the right to sell a promotional area for a smaller price than its costs, if similar actions were taken by the competitor. The Canadian legal system also recognizes the right of a dominant undertaking to refer to meeting competition defence. Canadian court decided in the Boehringer Ingelheim v. Bristol-Myers Squibb case that the price, which is smaller than the costs but which corresponds to the price of competitor and is not smaller than it, should not be recognized as predatory. The Court, while recognizing the right to meet the competition has to establish the balance between prohibition of actions, which are aimed to eliminate competitors and encouragement of competition. O’Donoghue and Padilla recognize the importance of such legal defence in case there is evidence that prices smaller than average avoidable costs will condition enduring profit even if a competitor is not eliminated from the market i.e., if there is a necessity to acquire inner effectiveness, which does not depend on elimination of any competitor.

In 1997, the Commission took the informal decision in the Digital Undertaking case, in which the Commission affirmed the obligations of the dominant undertaking previously accused of abuse of dominant position. The digital company aiming to resolve the case peacefully took obligation to ensure that all reduced prices will be higher than average total costs. Digital reserved the right to lower prices in response to com-


33 Ibid.
petition but undertook obligation that such reduction will be proportional and will not disturb competition.

Commission notes that meeting competition defence usually is applied only in respect of such actions, which in other case should be recognized as price abuse.³⁴ If a competitor sets prices lower than dominant undertaking, the dominant undertaking might refer to meeting competition defence to the extent that his short term losses are reduced. Dominant undertaking cannot justify predatory pricing on the basis of meeting competition defence, in case undertaking intentionally experiences losses aiming to preclude competitor from entering the market. In “Discussion paper” Commission notes that meeting competition defence is applicable only in case if actions are suitable, necessary and proportional.³⁵ In order to prove that the undertakings’ action corresponds to proportionality test, it is necessary to show that: 1) action is suitable to achieve legal purpose; 2) action is necessary; 3) action is proportional. Moreover, dominant undertaking has to prove that legitimate purpose may not be achieved on the basis of less anti-competitive actions, that actions are at the maximum limited in relation to time and that the entrance of new competitors to the market is not restricted to a large extent. B. Allan believes that such requirement of Commission is controversial, since dominant undertaking while applying pricing practices and referring to meeting competition defence may limit entrance and expansion of competitors on the market.³⁶

Third proportionality requirement “requires, with a view to protecting the consumers’ interest, a case by case weighing of the interest of the dominant company to minimise its losses and the interest of its competitors to enter or expand.”³⁷ Actually, it is very difficult for dominant undertaking to weigh various interests.³⁸ Also, it is doubtful whether established obligation of the undertaking to make such weighing corresponds to the aims of Art 102 TFEU indicated by the Commission, i.e. aim to protect not competitors, but competition in order to ensure welfare of consumers.³⁹ Bearing in mind the very strict and ill-defined application of “proportionality test” we may conclude that the Commission de facto restricts the ability of the dominant undertaking to rely on meeting the competition defence, while applying prices smaller than average total costs. “Discussion paper” provides that if undertaking sets prices smaller than average avoidable costs it is not possible to rely on the meeting competition defence; in case prices higher

³⁵ Ibid., para. 132.
³⁷ European Commission, DG Competition, Brussels December 2005, DG Competition discussion paper on the application of Article 82 of the Treaty to exclusionary abuses, supra note 34.
than average avoidable costs are applied it is possible to invoke such defence, if all the requirements of proportionality test are satisfied, i.e. it should not be possible to refer to less restrictive measures that would allow to limit losses, measures should be limited in time and ability of competitors to enter or expand not restricted. Such situation is hardly probable, therefore it is possible to conclude that Commission established presumption that meeting competition defence may be relied in only exceptional cases.

The standpoint of the European judicial institutions and of the Commission might be criticized. At first, conditions for the application of such defence are too strict and ill-defined; therefore ability to rely on such defence is limited. Secondly, a proportionality criterion, which requires to prove that the legitimate aim to the same extent may not be achieved using less anti-competitive alternatives is not defined clearly enough; moreover, establishment of such requirement is not reasonable. Thirdly, right of the dominant undertaking to set prices lower than average avoidable costs should be recognized in case such pricing is used by competitors.

1.2. Decision of 30th January 2007 by the CIF and 2nd April 2009 by the ECJ in France Telecom Case

In the France Telecom case CIF analyzed meeting competition defence. France Telecom company claimed that pricing should not be regarded as predatory even if they are smaller than costs, since undertaking was coordinating its prices with prices of competitors and the fact that prices of competitors are smaller than costs of France Telecom is not relevant. The commission noted that although dominant undertaking has a right to coordinate its prices with those of competitors, the undertaking is deprived of such a right in the case of prices of undertaking being smaller than the costs of its goods/services. The commission believes that prices applied by the France Telecom do not cover its costs; therefore it may not coordinate prices with undertaking that does not have a dominant position and intends to encourage sales. CIF, while reviewing the

44 Case C-340/03 France Telecom SA v. Commission [2007].
coordination of prices of dominant undertaking with prices of competitors, noted that “... it is therefore not possible to assert that the right of a dominant undertaking to align its prices on those of its competitors is absolute and that it has been recognised as such by the Commission in its previous decisions and in the relevant case-law, in particular where this right would in effect justify the use of predatory pricing otherwise prohibited under the Treaty.”\(^\text{46}\) CIF rejected arguments made by France Telecom and claimed that the right of the dominant undertaking to coordinate its prices with those of competitors is not absolute.\(^\text{47}\) CIF pointed out that dominant undertaking has a right to protect its business interests in case they are endangered, but may not refer to actions, which are intended to strengthen dominant position and abuse it. The jurisprudence of the court establishes special requirements for the dominant undertakings. Art 102 of the TFEU provides that in case of special circumstances dominant undertaking may lose right to coordinate its policy or refer to actions, which per se do not amount to abuse and are not prohibited if performed by non dominant undertakings.\(^\text{48}\) Even if dominant undertaking refers to certain action protecting commercial interests and alignment of prices with its competitors “is not in itself abusive or objectionable, it might become so where it is aimed not only at protecting its interests but also at strengthening and abusing its dominant position.”\(^\text{49}\) This decision of CIF does not allow for the unambiguous conclusion of whether the dominant undertaking, which aims to protect business interests and not to strengthen the dominant position (or abuse it), has a right to align prices with competitors, if its prices are lower than average variable costs. The decision of the CIF to differently approach cases when dominant undertaking responds to competition in order to protect its interests and when undertaking strengthens its dominant position and abuses it. Michal Gal believes that the present decision of the CIF allow for a dominant undertaking to rely on meeting competition defence, if it intends to protect legitimate interests and sets prices lower than costs.\(^\text{50}\)

Decision of CIF in the France Telecom case corresponds to the practice of European judicial institutions concerning meeting competition defence, which recognizes the right of the dominant undertaking to take reasoned, proportional measures in order to protect commercial interests and respond to commercial proposals in the market while aiming to maintain its consumers.\(^\text{51}\) However, the CIF did not recognize right of France Telecom to rely on meeting the competition defence and held that it abused its dominant position.

\(^\text{46}\) Case C-340/03 France Telecom SA v. Commission [2007], para. 182.
\(^\text{47}\) Ibid.
\(^\text{48}\) Case T-111/96 ITT Promedia v. Commission [1998], para. 139.
\(^\text{51}\) For the analysis of respective jurisprudence see O’Donoghue, R.; Padilla, J., supra note 31, p. 285.
The decision of the Commission in the *Wanadoo Interactive* case\(^{52}\) was interpreted by the Norwegian competition council in the *SAS* case\(^{53}\) as stipulating that meeting competition defence may not be relied on the basis of the EC law if prices are smaller than average total costs, since *Wanadoo Interactive* case in para 315 provides that “… alignment by the dominant operator on the promotional prices of a non-dominant operator is not justified. Whilst it is true that the dominant operator is not strictly speaking prohibited from aligning its prices on those of competitors, this option is not open to it where it would result in its not recovering the costs of the service in question.”\(^{54}\) The Norwegian competition council did not pay attention to the fact that Commission did not allow Wanadoo company to use meeting competition defence, since evidence concerning intent to eliminate competitors were provided “… in such a context, while the argument based on alignment on competitors’ prices would have been admissible in principle, it lost all factual foundation as from …. This Decision therefore finds fault with the company not so much for setting prices at the end of 2000 at a below cost level, as for subsequently maintaining those prices at that level as part of a wideranging strategy of market preemption deployed at national level as from the beginning of March 2001.”\(^{55}\) We may conclude that the Commission recognizes the right of the dominant undertaking to rely on meeting competition defence only in order to set prices higher than average variable costs, but not in case if prices are lower than average variable costs. In different periods the Wanadoo company used to set prices lower than average variable costs and higher than average variable costs but lower than average total costs.

Advocate General Mazák’s opinion on the *France Telecom SA* case proposed to recognize the right of the dominant undertaking to submit objective justifications that may prove that undertaking legitimately set prices lower than average variable costs as a reaction to pricing of competitors.\(^{56}\)

The ECJ in *France Telecom SA* case did not recognize the right of France Telecom to justify its actions on the basis of absolute right to align its prices to the prices of competitors. However, it is positive that the ECJ clearly separated case when dominant undertaking sets prices lower than costs aiming to protect its interests and case when dominant undertaking uses pricing as a measure to strengthen dominant position and

---

52 Decision of the Commission 16th July 2003. Case COMP/38.233, *Wanadoo Interactive*, para. 315 ir 331. It should be noted that name of *Wanadoo Interactive* case changed into *France Telepom* by the decision of CIF.

53 See decision of Norwegian Competition Council on 5th June, 2005 in case V2005-9, *SAS* predatory pricing on the air route Oslo-Haugesund, p. 43. It should be noted that this decision was overruled by decision of Oslo court on 28th of July, 2006. Oslo court noted that even after recognition that SAS did not cover its average variable costs on route Oslo-Haugesund, SAS have not breached Norwegian competition law, since there were objectively reviewable and acceptable reasons for SAS to use this route although profitability was negative., see Decision p. 92.


abuse it. According to the ECJ, illegal are only such actions, as when the undertaking intends to abuse the dominant position by certain pricing practice.\(^{57}\)

### 1.3. Cases when It Is not Possible to Rely on Meeting Competition Defence

European judicial institutions recognize that in predatory pricing cases it is not possible to rely on meeting competition defence, if there is evidence that dominant undertaking intends to eliminate competitors.\(^{58}\) Moreover, in the *Compagnie Maritime Belge* case the ECJ held that the right of the undertakings to rely on meeting competition defence should be viewed especially strictly, if their position is close to monopoly.\(^{59}\) Therefore, the undertaking, which has an especially big share of the market, in most cases will not be able to rely on meeting competition defence.\(^{60}\)

### 2. Efficiency and Objective Necessity Defences

#### 2.1. Efficiency Defence

Commission claims that actions of the dominant undertaking will not be prohibited by the Article 102 of TFEU if the undertaking provides objective justification of its actions or proves that its actions produce efficiencies, which outweigh negative effect on consumers.\(^{61}\) In para 74 of the “Guidance on the Commission’s enforcement priorities in applying Article 82 of the EC Treaty to abusive exclusionary conduct by dominant undertakings” Commission provides that it seems unlikely that dominant undertaking accused of predatory pricing will be able to rely on efficiencies defence, since it is doubtful that predatory pricing will create efficiencies.\(^{62}\) Dominant undertaking in order to rely

---


59 Joint cases C-395/96 P and C-396/96 P, *Compagnie Maritime Belge SA (C-395/96 P) and Dafra-Lines A/S (C-396/96 P) v. Commission* [2000], para. 119; Opinion of Advocate General Fennelly made on 29th of October, 1998 in joint cases C-395/96 P and C-396/96 P *Compagnie Maritime Belge SA (C-395/96 P) and Dafra-Lines v. Commission*. It should be noted that Compagnie Maritime Belge had more than 90 percent of the market.


on the efficiencies defence, should prove that the following requirements are satisfied: 1) efficiencies are/or will be achieved because of certain actions, for example, improvement of the quality of products; 2) certain actions are necessary in order to increase efficiencies, i.e. it is not possible to rely on the other, not so anti-competitive actions; 3) Increased efficiencies compensate negative effect on competition and consumers; 4) actions should not limit competition, since competition is the source of economic effectiveness. Therefore, Commission aims to apply to the Article 102 of the TFEU requirements almost analogous to part 3 of the Article 101 of the TFEU.

2.2. Objective Necessity Defence

Commission claims that the undertaking, which aims to rely on the objective necessity defence, has to prove that actions were objectively necessary, for example because of security or health reasons related with dangerous qualities of certain product. Dominant undertaking claiming that certain actions are necessary has to provide evidence that without respective action, particular products in the market will not be released or distributed. It should be noted that according to the ECJ, dominant undertaking is not authorized to take action _ex officio_ in order to eliminate products from the market, which are regarded by the undertaking as dangerous or of inferior quality in relation to its products.

Commission claims that prices smaller than the respective cost benchmark may be justified if such pricing is intended to lower short term losses. The undertaking may claim that prices smaller than average avoidable costs allow reducing losses if there is a big demand decrease, overproduction or change in market conditions. Such a situation might appear if there is a need to sell corruptible or antiquated goods, or in the case of an increase of storage costs. The commission notes than only in exceptional situations it is possible to justify prices smaller than average avoidable costs. Such situation might appear, for example, in the case of learning effects.

---

66 European Commission, DG Competition, Brussels December 2005, DG Competition discussion paper on the application of Article 82 of the Treaty to exclusionary abuses, _supra_ note 34, para. 80.
68 European Commission, DG Competition, Brussels December 2005, DG Competition discussion paper on the application of Article 82 of the Treaty to exclusionary abuses, _supra_ note 34, para. 131.
3. Product Introductions, Obsolete Inventory and Industry Downturn

Commission recognizes that it is legitimate to establish prices lower than costs in order to sell obsolete products and vacate space for new products.\(^69\) Sharp slumps in demand may cause a surplus of goods and it will cause establishment of prices lower than costs even having no intent to refer to predatory pricing. Sometimes undertaking may temporarily apply prices smaller than costs prices in order to enter the market and establish new trade mark expecting that consumers will like its production and buy products even if the price is increased. Moreover, consumers will inform each other about the quality of goods and dominant undertaking has reason to believe that a product will be popular enough between consumers and will allow undertaking to recoup losses after raising the price. One of the necessary presumptions is the conviction of consumers that goods will be of high quality in the future too. If prices lower than costs are not applied for a long time, and are used in order to advertise goods and do not cause damage for competition, such pricing might be recognized as economically sound even if it does not allow for an undertaking to get maximum profit in short time. Example of objective justification was provided in the press release submitted by the U.K. Office of Fair Trading on 29\(^{th}\) April of 2004. A bus company started business in a new geographical market and was accused of predatory pricing. Although prices of services of the bus company were lower than its costs, Office of fair trading decided that undertaking didn’t breach Competition act, since there was evidence that undertaking intended to create commercial background in new place and did not attempt to obtrude competitor from business. The office of fair trade came to the conclusion that actions of undertaking amounted to legitimate competition, period of small prices was beneficial for consumers and competition was not weakened.\(^70\) Justification of dominant undertaking that small prices are needed for advertising is often criticized, since dominant undertaking usually does not need to advertise its goods. However, such defence should be recgonized as legitimate, if it is sound and there is no less restrictive alternative.\(^71\)

Dominant undertaking may establish prices smaller than costs of certain goods, in order to encourage consumers to buy other goods that are sold for higher prices. For example, grocer’s shop may implement advertising campaign, during which orange juice will be offered on the price lower that costs, expecting that buyers will also buy other goods in shop. Such pricing may not be prohibited if undertaking does not intend to eliminate the competitor, which trades only such goods that are sold for a price lower than the cost.

---

\(^{69}\) European Commission, DG Competition, Brussels December 2005, DG Competition discussion paper on the application of Article 82 of the Treaty to exclusionary abuses, \textit{supra} note 34.


Undertaking will experience big losses if in a certain branch of industry, after strong decline of trade, it will not withdraw from the market hoping that demand will rise in the future. In industry downturn it should be legitimate to establish prices lower than costs. In certain branches of industry, the demand is cyclical and undertakings may establish prices lower than costs in order to avoid bankruptcy and lower storage costs.

4. Network Effects Market

Establishment of small prices in order to advertise products is closely related with network effects market.72 In network effects market price of the products or services directly depends on the number of consumers that use precise product or service. If one person acquires certain good, other consumers will also get benefit. Value of the product will grow with the number of consumers that use this product. For example, if the number of people who use certain telephone operator grows, the price of this network in relation to consumer will grow too. Costs experienced in order to expand circle of consumers are compensated when part of the market increases, i.e. undertaking intends to intrigue with its products as more consumers as possible and increase demand for its products. This case is similar to the establishment of small prices in order to advertise products, since with increase of goods sold possible demand for products in the future increases too. Such actions of undertaking will not have a negative effect on the competition if: 1) undertaking reasonably believes that demand for products will substantially grow in case of increase of a permanent number of consumers; 2) a big number of permanent consumers will heighten the ability to provide additional goods and services, will magnify value of main product; 3) consumers will devote higher value to product and undertaking will be able to recoup losses; and 4) prices lower than costs will not be applied longer than it is necessary in order to intrigue bigumer of consumers.73 In this case it is necessary to evaluate whether less restrictive alternative is available.

In the network effects market, establishment of prices lower than costs sometimes is the only chance for undertaking to stay in the market.74 Moreover, in such a market, dominant undertaking may establish prices lower than costs even without facing competitors.75 Actions of dominant undertaking will not be viewed as predatory, since the validity of its pricing is not related with intent to eliminate competitors. Competition institutions that intend to stop such actions may interfere with development of network effects market and cause damage to consumers. Adriaan ten Kate and Nielsen note that

75 Ibid., p. 111–112.
in such case competition authorities should not interfere and should leave it for the market to determine which undertaking will stay in the market.\textsuperscript{76}

In network effects market, establishment of prices lower than costs may be viewed as profitable strategy if undertaking engaged in predatory pricing does not allow for new competitors to enter or intends to eliminate them.\textsuperscript{77} A well-known example is a fight between Microsoft and Netscape in the browser market, when Microsoft was supplying its product ex gratia in order to eliminate Netscape.\textsuperscript{78} It should be noted that the experienced losses were recouped by Microsoft in the other operating system market, in which Microsoft had a monopoly. Microsoft believed that in if the case were that Netscape becomes a popular browser, Netscape may cause danger for Microsoft in the operating system monopoly.

5. Systems Pricing and Learning Curve

In order to increase sales of two or more products that are connected to each other, it is possible to refer to systems pricing. For example, printers of personal computers sometimes are sold at low prices together with expensive toner cartridges. Such form of sales is named systems pricing (one of the forms of discrimination), which allows the producer to get higher revenues from buyers that use a printer and pay additionally for toner cartridges. The present form of pricing will be recognized as legitimate if the undertaking proves that systems pricing is not used in order to eliminate the competitor (which trades only those products that are sold at a price lower than costs). Systems pricing and predatory pricing are different, since systems pricing is applied all the time until goods are in the market and in the predatory pricing case low prices are set only for a certain period and later they are increased.\textsuperscript{79}

The learning curve is an empirical relationship, which shows that the costs of the production of unit fall with the growth of experience of production.\textsuperscript{80} Learning curve expresses idea that learning-by-doing may be important source of innovations. In this case the undertaking in order to increase profit will set price lower than costs not in order to eliminate competitors, but in order to increase volume of production. This way undertaking may use methods of production, which lowers costs and will cover losses


\textsuperscript{78} \textit{United States v. Microsoft}, 253 F.3d 34 (D.C. Cir. 2001).


with gained profit. If there is a sharp learning curve the undertaking may establish price lower than costs in order to sell more products. Such actions do not restrict competition, if there is a learning curve and prices lower than costs are not established for a long time. It will be difficult for new undertakings, which get into the market, to increase efficiency, if in certain cases they will not be allowed to establish prices lower than costs.

Conclusions

1. The position of the Commission towards objective justifications should be criticized, since conditions for the application of such defence are too strict and ill-defined; therefore ability to rely on such defence is limited. Secondly, a proportionality criterion, which requires proof that legitimate aim to the same extent may not be achieved using less anti-competitive alternatives is not defined clearly enough; moreover, establishment of such requirement is not reasonable. The European Union judicial institutions and Commission should recognize the right of the dominant undertaking to submit objective justifications of its actions in all cases, irrespective of whether prices applied are lower than costs. Therefore, the right of the dominant undertaking to set prices lower than average avoidable costs should be recognized in case such pricing is used by competitors.

2. There are a number of justifications, which might be invoked in order to justify establishment of prices lower than costs. Commission recognizes as legitimate justifications product introductions, obsolete inventory, industry downturn, network effects market, systems pricing, learning curve and others. Application of these justifications is based on economic arguments. For example, Commission recognizes that it is legitimate to establish prices lower than costs in order to sell obsolete products and vacate space for new products. It is necessary to agree with the Commission that such justifications are sound.
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